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Nike LeBron 12 is clearly a Ledao current shoe maze Tianjin topic, James of the Nike Lebron 11 dissatisfaction and abandoned, let
the Nike team to speed up the launch of the new boots, and this pair of Nike LeBron 12 can replace Lebron soldier James once
again become the new favorites? This is expected to double as the first color Nike LeBron 12 with mint green Flyknit woven vamp
collocation colorful crystal cushioning bottom, black shoes side fixed and stability, the follow-up report for more details please lock the
fashion information. 
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adidas can savage rise, Kanye West absolutely can not do nothing. After combining their powerful influence with Adidas's
athleticism, Yeezy became the only sneaker that could rival Air Jordan. The day before Kanye appeared in Calabasas, and his feet a
pair of new YEEZY Runner once again become a hot topic. Its retro lines revealed a strong figure, and 3M reflective details also
make this paragraph more suction eye, but the whole black design or to make the whole slightly calm. 
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adidas Skateboarding Stan Smith Fresh Green launched a new color in the coming year, Green Suede Shoes collocation gray and
white collocation in detail, in the end, the whole shoe is very fresh, do not know whether you will become the new favorites? 
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After Air Jordan 7, Jordan Super.Fly 4 Jordan Brand invited overwhelmed with the interpretation of the classic Bugs Bunny legend.
With red and green lined the black mesh, tongue and inside by the fluorescent color decoration, with black midsole and heel diamond
TPU. 
release date: July 1stPrice: 
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1985 Michael Jordan in Italy to participate in the rebound dunk contest held by Nike, smashing a scene for design inspiration, Air
launched the Shattered Jordan 1 Backboard color, and Jordan brands in June also brought us the engraved version of this
paragraph. Recently, it was learned that another color reversal of Ai>
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